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THE ENERY HYSTRESI3 OF A COLLAGENOUS MATERIAL
BACKGROUND

Qen.

The proteins of the scieroprotein group,

of which collagen is a member, constitute the greater part

of the organic substance of the skeletal structures of

animal organisms.

Collagen forms the major portion of the

substance surrounding the connective tissue cells of connective tissue, and is the principal constituant of cartilage

and the fibrils of muscle tissue.

It

is converted,

by boil-

Ing with water, to its hydride gelatin.

Previous InvestIgations.

This thesis forms a part of a

series of investigations concerning the structure and physical properties of tennis string and surgical ligatures.

One of the previous investigations in this series was
the study of the stress-strain diagram of tennis string.
The data for plotting the diagrams were obtained from tensile tests performed on a standard Tinius Olsen tensile

strength machine.

It was observed that, althougi. the un-

failed portions of the string always resume their original
dimensions after the string has failed, the stress-strain

diagram is never a straight line, as would ordinarily be
expected in the case of a perfectly elastic material.
Moreover, the general shape of the diagram varies with the

type of string.

2

These observations made
in the string due

t,o

lt.

seem likely that the stre$ses

e1onat1on are modified by the damping

action of a fluid, and further that the degree of modification may depend upon the immediately preceding stress histor7

and upon the deformation rate,

Biophysical and chemical

studies substantiated these hypotheses and showed definitely
that the string consists essentially of longitudinal fibrils

and an interstitial fluid.

A special tensitometer was designed and built for the
taking of tensile stress data at substantially zero deformation velocity.

In this tensitometer data were taken for a

series of definite percentage elongations, which when plotted
gave straight line stress-strain diagrams.
for all grades of strings.

This was true

This led to the conclusions that

the fibrils are perfectly elastic, and that any modification
of the stress-strain diagram found at higher deforming speeds
is due to the

restricted flow of the interstitial fluid.

In ail of these experiments, due to the hygroscopic

character of the string, and the time required to take suff icient data for one diagram, it was necessary to correct the

observed values of stress for changes in the relative humidity of the atmosphere.

This was done by means of an auxil-

iary series of measurements correlating the shortening of

the strings with increase of relative humidity.

The flow which takes place under dynamic loading will

necessarily give rise to some energy dissipation, and also

Ii

to the storage of energy in a form not instantaneously avail-

able.

The stored energy is proportional to the unrelieved

stresses which tend to produce reverse flow after the string
is

relieved of external load.

Insofar as energy relation-

ships which obtain during a definite stress cycle are concerned, this dissipated and unavailable energy constitutes

an energy hysteresis, and is proportional to the area con-

tained in the loop formed by the loading and unloading
curves of a stress-strain diagram.
A study of the effect of deformation velocity on

hysteresis is indicated, hut, due to the wide range of

deformation velocities which must be included in a complete study, the experimental investigation requires the
design of at least two types of testing machine, one for
small, and the other for high velocities.

This thesis is

restricted to the study of hysteresis at low deformation

velocities.

4
THEORY
General.

If the $tring is considered as being made up

of closely packed fibers and an interstitial fluid, and if

the fluid and fibers are considered as having the usual

elastic properties, Poiseulile's relation may be written
8nlv

p

,

where

(i)

p = average pressure producing flow
n = coefficient of viscosity
r = effective radius of the capillary

formed by fiber packing
length of string under test
y = average velocity of flow in cc/sec.
i =

Under test conditions, the changes which occur in the values
of r4 and 1 are very small, and, since n is a constant for

any one string, it is useful to write
8n1

and

(1)

(2)

reduces to

p=Cv

(3)

The volume of interstitial fluid that flows through

any cross section during a stress cycle of reriod T is
- V

(4)

The exterior surface of the string tends to remain

constant during elongation, and in so doing gives rise to
a radial pressure p, which is therefore a function of the

axial load.

Since the interstitial fluid has viscosity,

flow cannot be instantaneous, so that the pressure will also

depend on the deformation velocity and the coefficient of

viscosity of the fluid.

The velocity of flow is therefore

due to the combined effect of viscosity, load, and deform-

ation velocity.

The enerpy hysteresis, E, for any stress

cycle of period T is

E=pvT
Limits.

(5)

There are two limiting

of which certain facts are known.

conditions,

at each

One of these limits is

at zero deformation velocity, where, by virtue of the fact

that the pressure is a function ofdeformation velocity,
the pressure is zero

Let

.

V,

be the deformation velocity.

Then it is evident that
V

:

O,

p

::

O

and, by

(5), E

O

The other limit appears at infinite deformation

where T must necessarily be zero.
V

p

(6)

velocity,

Then

max., and, by (5), E

0

(7)

Between the limits described by (6) and (7), all
values of E will he real and positive, so that there must

be a value of V for which E will be a maximum.
p, y, and T,

dependent.

from (5) are, to a certain extent, inter-

But they also are functions of the elastic

properties of the string, the coefficient of viscosity of
its interstitial fluid, and the deformation rate.

The exact

relationships are obscure, but it is certain that at least
one factor, V, will be independent of the type of string.

Further, it is evident that the E maximum will be shifted
towarö low velocities by an increase in viscosity, and toward.

high velocities by an increase in the elastic modulus

of the fibrils, and the bulk modulus of the fluid.

ri

(PIMENTAL WOIX
Desigfl Problems.

It was decided to design and. build

a machine for the measurement of hysteresis at four low

deformation speeds.

Values of V corresponding to two,

four, six, and eight inches per minute and a four per cent

elongation, which corresponds to the extreme condition

encountered in actual court play, were selected.
The first of the numerous design problems encountered
is
a

the choice of a suitable length of test specimen.

Since

four per cent elongation will give rise to a definite

load, regardless of string length, it is evident that the

required horsepower rating of the driving motor will be in
direct proportion to the length of the specimen.

On the

other hand, point suspension (so that all the string considered test length is totally free, while that in the

clamping devices is totally restricted) is impossible, and
the creeping back and forth of the string in the clamps will
give rise to an error which is inversely proportional to

the length of specimen.

A third factor appears in the

fact that any means of measuring the load produced by a

definite elongation will necessarily involve axial movement of one end of the specimen.

Such movement, will, of

course, give rise to a reduction in the actual deformation.

Before the problem concerning the test length
solved,

it is

cari

necessary to decide upon a load measuring

be

r.'

system.

All other things being equal, since It is de-

sirable to minimize test length, that systeinwhich Involves the least movement will be the most acceptable.

The

obvious solution is the use of a compression spring whose

deformation under the maximum expected load is low enough
to satisfy the requirements concerning the maximum allow-

able error In actual deformation.

The spring specified in

this instance, was hot-formed of chrome-vanadium steel,

with the ends squared and ground, and with a compression
of one hundredth inch per kilogram.
The maximum deflection expected is that which corre-

sponds to a load of twenty kilograms,and the maximum per-

missable error

Is

one per cent.

Thus the length of speci-

men is, in round numbers, twenty-five inches.
During the past four years considerable attention has
been given to the design of an adequate clamping device
for tennis

string and surgical ligatures.

The eccentric,

self-tightening clamps perfected by the Scott Testing
Machine Company, for the holding of textile filaments, have

proved inadequate in that they allow creep, and damage the
string so that failure usually occurs at the point of suspension.

The most satisfactory clamp design, to date,

in-

volves the use of parallel surfaces ir which grooves have

been cut, and relieved so that the point of suspension is
indefirite.

Clamps of this design show no creep of the

specimen under load, and damage the string so little that
failure at or in the clamps is rare.

In this respect,

they have been so satisfactory that their increased efficiency more than compensates for the fact that they are
somewhat less suited to rapid testing than the Scott
clamps.
The particular modification of the new design used
for the clamps on this machine makes for somewhat more

rapid testing.

The parallel surfaces are, in this case,

the joining surfaces of the two halves of a split taper

After the string is placed between the two halves,

plug.

the plug is pressed, by means of a simple tool, into a

cylinder of steel which has been taper bored axially.

A cam

is

generally a better device for producing uni-

form velocity deformations than a rack and pinion system,

because the latter requires reversing mechanism.

The cam

in this case is formed by two Archimedes spirals, whose

constants are of opposite sign, forming what is commonly
known as a heart-shaped, or uniform velocity cam.

There

will, of course, be a certain amount of lateral thrust

exerted by

tl

wiping action of the cam on its follower,

but this may be minimized,

in accordance with the accepted

standards of cam design, by the use of a sufficiently
large base circle.
inches.

The base circle in this case is four

lo
The follower should be a roller, and should operate on

the diameter of the cam so that the work done in deforming
the string is done against the surface of the cam.

For

maximum accuracy, the cam should be generated by a cutter

whose diameter is that of the

follower.

of insuring positive action is to use two

A nrecise method

followers

acting

one hundred eighty degrees apart on the diameter of the
cam.

However, the use of a take-up spring is just as

effective in the case of relatively low cam speeds, and is

considerably less expensive.
It

is evident that,

even at a low deformation such as

two inches per minute, no observer could hope to take more

than a few point.s.in the time alloted to one cycle, and
automatic recording

is

indicated.

Since it has been pre-

viously specified that the compression of the spring under
load is to be very small, some means of magnifying the

motion of the load registering spring must befound.
Moreover, in order to obtain maximum accuracy, the inertia
of the magnifying system must be as small as possible.

The alternative to a magnifying lever system is to

record micro-diagrams and enlarge photographically.
system is feasible when some means

This

is provided for mini-

mizing the play in all moving parts of the recording
system, and especially in the load measuring mechanism.
To prevent the occurence of irregularities in the

11

recorded diagram due to tooth action, it is advisable that
the last gear train in the transmission be a worm and worm
gear.

It is

further indicated that the transmission should

be designed so that all speed changes may be made within

one train, and that all trains should have constant center
distances.
The

ometer.

In general, the hysterorneter, as

shown in the frontispiece, consists of two blocks, whose

function is to provide the framework for the driving and
recôrding heads, four round columns for spacing and supporting the blocks, a driving unit with a variable speed
transmission, and a recording unit.
The driving motor is a split-phase induction motor,

rated at one-eighth horsepower, has a load speed of
seventeen hundred twenty-five revolutions per minute, and
is

mounted in rubber to minimize vibration.

A standard

multi-jaw coupling serves as a direct connection between
the motor shaft and the pinion of the first gear train.

The gear cf the first train and pinion of the second train

are mounted together on a keyed bushing, so that both

revolve together on the countershaft.

From the counter-

shaft, the reduction continues to the gear of the second

train, which, in turn operates the worm of the final
drive.

Speed changes are accomplished by changing the

pinion-gear ratio in the second train, and four sets of
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standard twenty pitch change gears are provided for this
purpose.
The worm of the final drive has a speed range, in even

hundreds, of one hundred to four hundred revolutions per
minute, inclusive, and mates with a hundred tooth worm
gear, f ixing the ratio in the final train at one hundred
to one.

The cam is fixed to the same shaft as the worm

gear.

The deforming mechanism consists of a roller cam fol-

lower attached to a frame for holding one string clamp.
The follower is mounted between two steel connecting
straps, which straddle the cam, and are slotted so that

they are free, with respect to horizontal motion, of the
shaft.

A connecting rod holds the clamp frame at its upper,

and the follower straps at its lower end, so that as the
cam revolves, the follower and clamp frame move up and
down with uniform velocity.

Two guide pins fastened to

the clamp frame with one on each side of the connecting
rod, slide in bored holes in the driving head block, and

serve to prevent lateral and rotational motion.

A long

extension spring, stretched from the clamp frame to the re-

cording head block, serves to eliminate lost motion in the
driving mechanism, and insures firm contact at all times
between the follower and the face of the cam.
A long bar, connected by a link pin to the deforming

clamp frame, links with a bell-crank whose major arm is

usually horizontal, and whose minor arm
length of the major arm.

is

one tenth the

The minor arm 18 in turn

con-

nected, by means of a link, to a slide so mounted that its

motion is normal to that of the recording clamp frame.
(See Fig. i).

The slide is mounted rigidly on two parallel steel
rods which slide in bearings bored in the supporting

blocks.

The supporting blocks are placed far apart, to

minimize play in the slide mechanism, and the whole of the

mechanism is mounted rigidly on a plate fastened to the back
of a recording, head block.
a counterbore in the

A small brass cup is carried in

slide.

The recording head block and the deforming head block,
are identical in appearance, as are the two clamp frames.
In the case of the recording head block, the connecting

rod passes vertically through the block and axially through
the compression spring, and is terminated by a square block

which serves the double purpose of restricting the

corn-

pression spring, and of providing a place to fasten a recording stylus.

The main differences between the two

blocks are that the bearings in which the guide pins slide
are much more carefully bored in case of the recording

head block, and that the recording head block has a counterbore to take one end of the compression spring.

A leaf-spring is mounted on the spring block so that
it

is parallel to the line of motion of the recording

clamp frame.

The stylus holder is mounted at the upper

end of the leaf-spring so that the point of the stylus is

suspended over the cup recess.
Recordings are made by the stylus, in accordance with

the combined motions of the slide and stylus -- the former
being proportional to deformation, and the latter to the
load due to deformation -- on a highly polished plate of
silver, which has been set in the cup with modelling clay
so that its surface is flush with the rim of the cup.

Lost motion in the lever system is eliminated by the use
of two compression sprinps acting between the slide and one

of its supports, as shown in Fig. 1.

The silver plate is

about three eights of an inch square, and the stylus is a

phonograph needle of the blunted type commonly used for

making recordings.
Technique.

During loading, the stresses tending to

produce flow are definite, while during unloading the
stresses tending to produce reverse flow exist only by

virtue of the relaxation of the material.

Due to this fact

the rateof viscous flow is much greater during loading than

unloading, and the stress cycle shows what at first appears
to he Ulnelastic action".

Thus, while considerable flow

may take place during a stress cycle whose period is of

rrr.r:.:.

rrrr.

Fiure
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the order of a fraction of a minute, the recuperation time
is often a matter of twelve or more hours.

In

eneral, however, the recuperation time is an

in-

verse function of the initial load, and since the studies

undertaken in this investigation cover loads from zero to
that due to a four per cent elongation,

it was necessary

to allow a twelve hour period for recuperation between

tests.
On each of the silver plates four diagrams may be en-

graved.

Each plate is numbered, as is each diagram, so

that the number in the center of the plate corresponds to

the number of the series, and that under the diagram to
the sample number in the series.

After engraving, the

plates are photora1Dhically enlarged twenty diameters, so
that the area of the hysteresis loop and the area lying un-

der the loading curve may be measured by means of a polar
planimeter.

Both hysteresis and per cent of unavailable

energy are recorded as data.

Values thus obtained are

not absolute values of energy but are indices proportional
to the absolute values.

The enlargements are made under strictly vertical

illumination so that only the light reflected from the flat
bottom of the groove and not that reflected from its sloping
sides will reach the lens.

The photograph theefore shows

two parallel black lines, separated by a very fine white

-
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center line, which of course greatly facilitates measurement.
The balance was calibrated, as shown by its calibra-

tion curve,

(Fig. 2) and its overall sensitivity found to

be twenty grams.

value

is

It must be reall7ed, however, that this

that of the static sensitivity, and that in all

nrobability, due to small vibrations, etc., the dynamic
sensitivity would he somewhat greater.
It

is felt that the best

practice is to run all tests

of the same grade of string on one representative sample.

After the sample has been prepared by setting it in the
clamps, it is placed in the machine and subjected to
several deformation cycles for the purpose of
in the clamps.

It

is

setting" it

then allowed.the standard twelve-

hour recuperation time before testing.

Four sets of

clamps were made in order to minimize the time required
for running each sample through the range of deformation

velocities, and four samples are usually tested consecutively at each velocity.
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DATA AND RESULTS
Series 9.

Eißht different series were run to per-

fect technique, and series 9 was prepared to show the flow

equilibrium which is approached after successive deformations without recuperation periods.

Despite the fact that

each of the four diagrams was taken at a different defor-

mation velocity, the hysteresis has reached a value which
is

substantially stable.

The resu1t

obtained

f

rom this

series are shown in the folÏowing table, and the series

itself is shown in Fias. 3-6, inclusive.

Series 9 (Chrome Twist)
Time between tests -- 10 min.

Dia5ram No.
1

Speed

Total Enerßy
Index
8"/min.
4.10
6tt/min.

3

4

4'/min.
2'/min.

3.99
3.83
3.85

Hysteresis
Index
0.60
0.54
0.55
0.55

Per Cent Energy
Loss
14.63
13.53
14.35
14.28

* Relaxation time preceding this run, only
5 min.

Although there

is still a small rate of

decrease in the per

cent energy loss, it is probably due to an insufficient

stress history, and it can be seen that the per cent
energy loss is apnroachin

a stable value.

The results

obtained for diagram 2, which as noted are due to a shorter
time interval between tests, show the marked effect of re-

cuperation time on hysteresis, and no discernible effect on
the total energy absorbed during loading.

Iii
Figure 3

Figure 4

FlEure 5

FIgure 6
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It has been previously

stated that, due to the

dif-

ference of stress relationships in loading and unloading,
the recuperation time, as compared to the time of flow, is

enormous.

This leads to the belief that the unloading

curve should predict the elastic troperties of the solid
fibers, especially in the case, such as series 9, where

practically no flow occurs during unloading.

Examination

of series 9 shows that in all cases the unloading curves
are very close apuroximations to straight lines.
to be expected,

This is

in view of the results of previous experi-

ments.

Recuperated Series.

In order to determine, at least,

whether the hysteresis is falling or rising with respect
to rising deformation velocities within the range being

studied, an attempt was made to run four samples which

were completely recuperated between tests.

These series,

comprising sixteen tests, form series lO, 11, 12, and 13.
(See Figs.

7-22).

In order to determine whether or not

recuperation was complete, and, 1f not, to correct for
lack of recuperation, the first two series were run with
the low velocity first, and the last two series with the

high velocity first.

The results of these tests are found

in the table on the following page, where E

is the index

proportional to the total energy of loading, and E2 is the

23

Recuperated Series
Series -------------------- 10 (1J=2'1/min.)
No.
Trade Name
E.
E2
percent E
i
Chrome Twist 3.45 1.02
29.4
2
A - A
3.85 1.00
26.0
Dura Chrome
3.51 0.99
28.1
3
4
No. 5
3.25 0.86
26.5
Series -------------------- 11 (V=4H/min.)
i
Chrome Twist 3.48 0.87
25.1

25.2
3.63 0.92
3.52 0.86
24.4
4
No. 5
3.60 0.78
21.8
Series -------------------- 12 (V=8"/min.)
1
Chrome Twist
0.93
25.6
2
A - A
22.6
3.93 0.89
Dura Chrome
3.62 0.83
23.0
3
4
No. 5
3.65 0.71
19.4
Series -------------------- 13 (V=6'/min.)
1
Chrome Twist 3.76 0.93
24.7
2
A - A
22.2
3.87 0.86
Dura Chrome
3
3.71 0.85
23.8
4
No, 5
20.0
3.59 0.72
2
3

A

-

A

Dura Chrome
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index proportional to the hysteresis.

Examination of the data concerning both E2 and per
cent E2 shows that, althouEh the effect of lack of re-

cuperation is definitely shown, the gross effect is that an
increase in deformation velocity wouÏd, with complete recuperation, show a

slit

decline in both E2 and per cent

E2 with rising deformation velocity.

This means that the

deformation velocities used in these tests are on the high

velocity side of the maximum value of E2, and that certainly for the much hither velocities experienced in practice, E2 and per cent E2 would be decreasing functions, je.,
approachinçr maximum efficiency.
Fig. 23 shows the diagrams, photographically super-

imposed, for one sample at two deformation velocities.

It

will be noted that the loading curves are coincident for
over half way to the maximum, and that the unloading curves
are practically parallel.

The steeper curve is that of the

higher velocity, and reaches a mximuni load somewhat
than that of the low velocity curve.

It

hiher

is also seen that

most of the change in flow takes place at the higher load

levels, and that the unloading curve is modified but little
by a change in deformation velocity.

Further, gross examination of the curves of series 9
and the recuperated series shows that as flow is minimized,
the maximum loads reached, due to a specified deformatioÌ,
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increase, and that the loading, curves approach

a

stralEht

This is to be expected, since, when flow is a

line.

minimum, more of the stress due to deformation is taken
up to deform the fluid, whose bulk modulus is probably

much higher than the elastic modulus of the fibers.

General Conclusions.

Although the data taken during

this investigation indicate the direction of the change
in hysteresis as a function of deformation velocity, it

must not be supposed that any of the data here presented
can be used to determine even the relative hysteresis of
the tested samples at the velocities encountered in prao-

tice.
is no

In fact,

it

is highly probable that, while there

reason for supposing that the direction of varia-

tion of hysteresis will change anywhere between the velocities studied and those of practice,

may undergo considerable variation.

the rate of change
In other words, the

hysteresis-velocity curves for the four samples tested
may cross at a number of deformation velocities.
It

is also

probable that the hysteresis may be de-

pendent upon the initial stress.

Moreover, the recuperation

time may also be dependent upon initiai stress,

because

there is, in the case of initial stress, a positive means

for producing reverse flow.

Consequently, a further study

should be made of the effect of initial stress, before the

solution cf that part of the problem relating to high de-

formation velocities is undertaken.

